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Abstract. This paper analyzes how the pricing policy of an incumbent may
signal information not only on the demand level but also on the demand compo-
sition. A signalling game with two periods and two players (an established firm
and a potential entrant) is considered. The potential entrant has incomplete infor-
mation on market demand. There exist many sequential equilibria in which the
uniform price policy acts as an entry deterrence device by hiding actual market
profitability. We can interpret the uniform pricing policy as a rejection of the use
of superior information on market demand composition in order to reduce the
entrant’s expected profits.
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1 Introduction

It is natural to assume that an established firm has more information on market
characteristics than a potential entrant. In particular, the incumbent may have
some private information concerning the composition of the market demand.1

If the pre-entry pricing policy is used by a potential entrant to infer the private

? This is a revised version of my article “Uniform Pricing: Good or Bad News about Market
Profitability” (Aguirre, 1996a). I would like to thank M. P. Espinosa, I. Macho, J. D. Pérez Castrillo,
C. Holt, A.I. Saracho, J. M. Usategui, and two anonymous referees for their invaluable comments.
Of course, any remaining errors are mine alone. Financial support from DGICYT (PB94-1372) and
EC (network 2/ERB4050PL93-0320) is gratefully acknowledged.

1 As Bain (1949) says “Industry demands are never certainly known, and they are probably known
less fully by potential entrants than by established firms”. Roberts (1986), Bagwell and Ramey (1990)
and Mailath (1991) also consider incumbent firms with private information on market demand.
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information of the incumbent and, thus, to estimate the profitability of entry, the
incumbent has an incentive to distort the information transmitted by its pricing
rule. We show how an established firm, which is able to price discriminate, may
price uniformly in order to hide the profitable segmentability of the market in
order to deter entry.

The idea that pre-entry prices offer information on market conditions has been
present in theoretical literature since Bain (1949). Milgrom and Roberts (1982)
adopt a game theory approach to analyze how prices may signal information
about the incumbent’s costs.2 In the separating equilibrium of their model the
established firm practices limit pricing, but entry is not deterred because the
entrant infers the actual cost of the incumbent. Masson and Shaanan (1982),
(1987) find evidence indicating that entry levels react to pre-entry profits and
that in the presence of entry threats, the profitability of incumbents is below the
short-run maximizing level.

Consider a market where a monopolist is able to distinguish two different
groups or segments among its customers on the basis of some exogenous infor-
mation (i.e, age, location, occupation,..).3 If submarkets differ in demand elas-
ticity, the segmentation of the market (which requires the prevention of resale
or arbitrage between submarkets) benefits the monopolist; it would be able to
charge different prices to different purchasers whereas if the market were unified
it should fix a single price. A monopolist would always prefer the discrimina-
tion regime to the uniform price regime since it could always choose not to
discriminate.4

However, the above result depends crucially on the non-existence of strate-
gic interaction. For instance, a durable-good monopolist could prefer uniform
pricing to price discrimination. In particular, a most-favoured-customer clause
(which commits to uniform pricing) can be used by a durable-good monopolist
to credibly commit to a permanently high price, thus eliminating the dynamic in-
consitency associated with the pricing of a durable good (see, for example, Butz,
1990). In oligopolistic settings, some studies have shown that MFC clauses (that
is, commitments not to price discriminate) can facilitate collusion (see, for ex-
ample, Cooper 1986 and Salop 1986) or may be used to obtain a competitive
advantage over rivals (see, Aguirre 1996b). Holmes (1989) studies the multimar-

2 Recent studies in which the incumbent’s pre-entry behaviour gives information on its private
information are Matthews and Mirman (1983), Harrington (1986) and Bagwell and Ramey (1988),
(1990), von der Fehr (1992) and Aguirre et al. (1998). See Salop (1979) for references on preceding
work.

3 In this paper, the determination of the different groups of consumers is taken as exogenous
to the model. Of course, the choice of how to divide the market is a very important consideration
for a monopolist. See Varian (1989) for a discussion. There is a vast marketing literature on mar-
ket segmentation. See Beane and Ennis (1987), for a review of the many ways that markets can
be segmented and the tools that are used in segmenting markets (factor analysis, cluster analysis,
discriminant analysis and so on).

4 Third-degree price discrimination can occur, for example, when the seller can isolate customers
either geografically (the home and the export markets) or by age (Senior Citizen’s discounts) or by
occupation (student discounts) or in time (initial equipment and replacement purchases) or by end
use (milk for liquid consumption or for further processing).
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ket competition between firms in a product differentiation setting and analyzes
the effect of third-degree price discrimination on duopoly profits. He shows that
the direction of the effect on total profit is in general ambiguous. Firms in an
oligopoly may be worse off with a larger choice set; that is, a duopoly may
obtain greater profits under uniform pricing than under price discrimination.

In this paper, we provide an explanation for not price discriminating (when
possible) based on information transmission. Let us assume that there is a po-
tential entrant considering whether to enter the market and that the information
it has on market demand composition is incomplete; in particular, it does not
know whether submarkets are separated or not.5 This information is crucial for
its entry decision since post-entry competition in a segmentable market is dif-
ferent from that in an integrated market. When submarkets are separated we
can consider competition between firms as a multimarket competition: each firm
independently chooses its strategic variable (price or quantity) in each submar-
ket. Note that in this case price discrimination across submarkets is possible.
In a unified market, the single price constraint reduces the strategic choice set
of each firm. We assume, throughout the paper, that duopoly profits are higher
in a segmentable market, that is, a discriminating duopoly obtains more profits
that a nondiscriminating one.6 In this setting, the entrant has incentives to con-
trol the pre-entry pricing behaviour of the incumbent and, with this information,
update its beliefs concerning market demand and, thus, also concerning its post-
entry profitability. Note that selling at different prices reveals information on the
existence of customer groups that differ in demand elasticities and that can be
profitability separated. Thus, the incumbent has an incentive not to use its private
information and to price uniformly. We can interpret the uniform pricing policy
as a rejection of the use of superior information on market demand composition
in order to reduce the profits expected by the entrant.7

We consider a signalling game with two periods and two players: an incum-
bent and a potential entrant. The latter has incomplete information about market
demand composition. We consider two types of market structure,s andns. De-
mand types is such that it is possible to price discriminate because there are
two perfectly separated submarkets that differ in demand elasticity. From now

5 Equivalently, this uncertainty about the possibility of arbitrage can be seen as uncertainty about
consumers’ transport costs or consumers’ value of time or taxes. In other terms, given that the
separability of the market is related to the capability to price discriminate, the uncertainty may refer
to the degree of hostility of Antitrust Authority towards price discrimination. It is natural to assume
that an established firm has more information on the above market characteristics than a potential
entrant.

6 As Holmes (1989) states, this ranking of duopoly profits is not general. However, as he shows,
profits increase with price discrimination if the total output of each firm does not decrease. The
effect of discrimination on output depends on the relative curvature of demand in the two submarkets
and on the elasticity-ratio condition. In Sect. 2, we consider linear demands and two kinds of post-
entry competition: Cournot competition with homogeneous product and Bertrand competition under
product differentiation. In the first case price discrimination is profit improving, and in the second
case, we state a condition similar to that of Holmes, for price discrimination increases profits.

7 Smiley (1988), in a study based on questionnaires from nearly 300 firms, suggests that masking
data on profitability is the most commonly chosen entry-deterring strategy. Notice that if an incumbent
is able to price discriminate prices uniformly then it is hiding the actual market profitability.
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on we shall refer to this as a segmented market. When the demand is typens, it
is not possible to price discriminate because there is perfect arbitrage (that is, it
is impossible to prevent resale). We refer to this as a non-segmented or unified
market. Thus, the entrant lacks complete information on whether it is possible
or not to price discriminate in the market. In the first period, the existing firm
chooses prices under one of two alternative policies: uniform price or price dis-
crimination. The established firm is a monopolist at this stage. The potential
entrant observes the pricing policy charged by the incumbent and updates its
beliefs concerning market demand. On the basis of this information, the entrant
decides whether to enter or to stay out. In the second period, the incumbent’s
type is made common knowledge; if there is entry, both firms choose produc-
tion (or price) levels simultaneously and independently; otherwise, the incumbent
behaves as a monopolist.

As is usual in signalling games, we find a multiplicity of separating and
pooling sequential equilibria. In the separating equilibria, the non-segmented
market firm reduces (or increases) its price (compared with the case of complete
information) and the segmented market firm price discriminates. Entry occurs
exactly when it would have occurred under symmetric information. In the pooling
equilibria, incumbent types uses the uniform pricing policy and chooses the same
price as typens in order not to reveal its private information to the entrant. These
equilibria share the feature that uniform pricing policy would act as an entry
deterrence device by hiding crucial information on market demand. We refine
the set of equilibria by restricting posterior beliefs. In addition to the elimination
of weakly dominated strategies we consider the intuitive criterion (Cho and Kreps
1987) and divinity (Banks and Sobel 1987; D1 in Cho and Kreps 1987). The weak
dominance and the intuitive criterion select the ”least cost” separating equilibria;
but there is a continuum of pooling equilibria satisfying these criteria. However,
we show that there is only one pooling equilibrium which satisfies criterion D1.
In this equilibrium the incumbent in possesion of more attractive information
discourages entry by charging a uniform price.8

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the model.
Section 3 characterizes separating and pooling equilibria and Sect. 4 studies re-
finements. Finally, Sect. 5 offers concluding comments.

2 The model

Consider a market in which an incumbent, firmI , and a potential entrant, firmE,
interact for two periods. In the first period the established firm monopolizes the
market. At the end of the period, the entrant firm decides whether to enter or not

8 Another study where the most sensible outcome conveys pooling equilibria is that of von der Fehr
(1992). He shows that if pre-entry profits are used by potential entrants to estimate the profitability
of entry, it may be in the interest of incumbent firms to reduce apparent profits in order to deter
entry. The incumbent has an incentive to strategically manipulate profit reports and the owners of
firms will accept below maximum profit performance (that is, they will tolerate slack) in order to
deter entry.
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in the following period. In the second period, if there is entry the firms obtain
duopoly profits, whereas if entry does not occur, the incumbent remains as a
monopolist. The main feature of the market is that the entrant firm makes its entry
choice without having complete information on the market demand composition,
and therefore, on the degree of rivalry it will face once having entered. However,
it may try to infer some information by observing the incumbent’s first period
pricing policy.

The entrant has incomplete information about the market demand. It is aware
of the demand of each submarket but it does not know whether the two segments
can be effectively separated. There are two possible market demand configura-
tions: Xs and Xns, whereXs ≡ {Ds

i (pi , pj ) = αi
βi

− 1
βi

pi ; i, j = 1, 2, i /= j} and

Xns ≡ {Dns
i (pi , pj ) = αi

βi
− 1

βi
min{pi , pj }; i, j = 1, 2, i /= j}. A market demand

configuration specifies the demand of each submarket and the resale (arbitrage)
possibilities. When the demand configuration isXs there are two separated sub-
markets that differ in demand elasticity. From now on, we shall refer to this as
a segmented market and to the established firm as the incumbent types. When
the demand configuration isXns submarkets are not separated (there is perfect
arbitrage).9 From now on, we shall refer to this as a nonsegmented or unified
market and to the established firm as typens. Note that both types of incumbents
have the same submarket demands and that the only difference between them is
whether there is arbitrage or not. Letµo ∈ (0, 1) be the entrant’s prior probability
assessment of the event that the demand configuration isXs. Marginal production
costs are constant and identical for both firms; for the sake of notational sim-
plicity prices are expressed net of marginal cost. The entrant firm has to incur a
fixed costfE if it enters.

Denote asP ≡ (p1, p2) the first period pricing policy of the incumbent. First
period profits are:Πt (P) = Πt (p1, p2) = p1Dt

1(p1, p2) + p2Dt
2(p1, p2) t = s, ns.

Let Pm
s ≡ (pm

1 , pm
2 ) be the monopoly pricing policy when the incumbent is

type s. The incumbent types sells the same commodity in two separated sub-
markets with different demand elasticity. Thus it engages in price discrimination
by charging the higher price in the less price sensitive market. Without loss of
generality we assume thatα1 > α2 and aspm

i = αi
2 , i = 1, 2, thenpm

1 > pm
2 . The

monopoly profit of types is Πm
s = Πs(Pm

s ) = 1
β1

(pm
1 )2 + 1

β2
(pm

2 )2.
Denote asPm

ns ≡ (pm
ns, pm

ns) the monopoly pricing policy of typens. As its
submarkets are not separated this type of incumbent charges a single price,pm

ns =
α1β2+α2β1

2(β1+β2) . The monopoly profit of the non-segmented market incumbent, type

ns, is Πm
ns = Πns(Pm

ns) = (β2+β1)
β1β2

(pm
ns)

2. We assume that α2
α1−α2

> α1/β1

α1/β1+α2/β2
and,

therefore, thatΠm
ns > Πns(Pm

1 ), wherePm
1 ≡ (pm

1 , pm
1 ). This condition guarantees

that both submarkets are served under uniform pricing. Note that if types had
to charge a uniform price (for instance, because price discrimination is banned)
it would price atpu

s = pm
ns; hence,pm

1 > pm
ns > pm

2 . As a consequenceΠm
s > Πm

ns,

9 A similar setting would be to consider a case in which the potential entrant has incomplete
information about consumers’ transportation cost,t , between submarkets, wheret ∈ {tns, ts} with
tns = 0 andts is high enough to discourage resale.
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the monopolist is better off under price discrimination, because in the worst of
cases it can always charge the same price in each submarket.

We shall now consider competition in the second period. There are two cases:
(i) no entry, and therefore each type of incumbent behaves as a monopolist; (ii)
entry, and both the incumbent and entrant firms choose their strategic variables
simultaneously and independently. We allow two kinds of post-entry competition:
Cournot competition with homogeneous product, and Bertrand competition with
product differentiation. In any case post-entry competition and entry profitability
depend on the type of incumbent.

When the demand structure is types, submarkets are completely separated.
We may consider the post-entry competition as a multimarket oligopoly: each firm
produces two independent commodities and, therefore, independently chooses the
strategic variable of each submarket.10 Firstly we consider Cournot competition.
Denote byxI

i andxE
i the equilibrium output levels of firmI andE in submarket

i , i = 1, 2. It is easy to check thatxI
i = xE

i = αi
3βi

, and that the Cournot price

in submarketi is pC
i = αi

3 , i = 1, 2. Denote byΠ I
s and ΠE

s the equilibrium
profits of the incumbent and the entrant, respectively. Given the equilibrium
pricing policy, PC

s ≡ (pC
1 , pC

2 ), we can express the equilibrium profits as:Π I
s =

1
β1

(pC
1 )2 + 1

β2
(pC

2 )2 andΠE
s = 1

β1
(pC

1 )2 + 1
β2

(pC
2 )2 − fE .

So as to be able to analyze Bertrand competition with differentiated products,
we need to specify the demand for the product variety of firmF , F = I , E,
in each submarket. Consider the following system of direct demands:DF

i (pF
i ,

pG
i ) = ai − bi pF

i + ci pG
i , F , G = I , E, F /= G, i = 1, 2, wherepF

i is the price ofF
in marketi .11 We assume thatbi > ci > 0, i = 1, 2. The equilibrium price levels
are: pB

i = pI
i = pE

i = ai
2bi −ci

and the equilibrium profits:Π I
s = b1(pB

1 )2 + b2(pB
2 )2

andΠE
s = b1(pB

1 )2 + b2(pB
2 )2 − fE .

When the demand structure is typens, submarkets are not separated. There-
fore, we may consider it as a unified market. Under Cournot competition, the
outcome is the same when firms engage in output competition in each submarket
with a single price constraint as when each firm decides the total output con-
sidering the aggregate inverse demand. The equilibrium (total) output levels are:
xI = xE = α1β2+α2β1

3β1β2
and the Cournot pricepC = α1β2+α2β1

3(β1+β2) .

Given the equilibrium pricing policy,PC
ns ≡ (pC , pC ), we can express the

equilibrium profits as:Π I
ns = (β1+β2)

β1β2
(pC )2 andΠE

ns = (β1+β2)
β1β2

(pC )2 − fE .

10 As the market is segmented, it is natural to assume that firms consider the output (or price) levels
of each submarket as independent strategic variables. Neven and Phlips (1985), and Holmes (1989),
for example, also consider this assumption in a similar price discrimination context. In the literature
of spatial price discrimination (a case of third-degree price discrimination), it is assumed that firms
compete at each market location separately. See, for example, in the case of Cournot competition,
Hobbs (1986), Hamilton et al. (1989) and Anderson and Neven (1991), and in the case of Bertrand
competition, Lederer and Hurter (1986), Thisse and Vives (1988) and Aguirre et al. (1998). See
Krugman (1989) for similar assumptions in international trade settings.

11 We consider that the utility function (separable and linear in thenumerairegood) of a repre-
sentative consumer in marketi , i = 1, 2, is Ui (xI

i , xE
i ) + yi = αi (xI

i + xE
i ) − 1

2 [βi (xI
i )2 + 2γi xI

i xE
i +

βi (xE
i )2]+yi . Lettingai = αi

βi +γi
, bi = βi

β2
i
−γ2

i

andci = γi
β2

i
−γ2

i

, the maximization of the representative

consumers in markets 1 and 2 yields the demand system.
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Under Bertrand competition each firm chooses a single price given there is
perfect arbitrage and thus it is not possible to price discriminate between markets.
Equilibrium prices are:pB = pI = pE = a1+a2

2(b1+b2)−(c1+c2) and equilibrium profits are:

Π I
ns = (b1 + b2)(pB)2 andΠE

ns = (b1 + b2)(pB)2 − fE .
We make the following assumptions:

(A1) ΠF
s > ΠF

ns, F = I , E.
(A2) ΠE

s > 0 > ΠE
ns

(A3) µoΠE
s + (1 − µo)ΠE

ns ≤ 0

Assumption (A1) implies that a duopolistic firm obtains more profits under price
discrimination (segmentation) than under uniform pricing (nonsegmentation). A
sufficient condition for price discrimination to increase duopolistic profits is that
output should not decrease. It is easy to check that under Cournot competition
with homogeneous product, the total output of each firm is the same under
both regimes; therefore, price discrimination increases profits. Under Bertrand
competition suppose thatpB

1 > pB
2 (the elasticity in absolute value of the residual

demand of firmF is lower in market 1), then output and profits increase with
price discrimination if b2

c2
> b1

c1
. Assumption (A2) says that the entry costfE

is such that, under symmetric information, firmE would enter if and only if
the market demand were types. (A3) implies that, with the prior information,
the expected profits of the entrant are nonpositive. Finally, we assume that the
discount factor isδ ∈ [0, 1].

The timing of the game is as follows:

Period 1. The incumbent, firmI , chooses a pricing policy,P ≡ (p1, p2) and sells
in both submarkets as a monopolist.12 At the end of the period the entrant, firm
E, observes the pricing rule and price levels. Then, the entrant decides whether
to enter or not in the following period. If it enters, it incurs an entry cost,fE .

Period 2. The incumbent’s type is made common knowledge and if there is
entry both firms choose prices (quantities) simultaneously and independently;
otherwise, the incumbent behaves as a monopolist.

The incumbent types can choose any pricing policyP ≡ (p1, p2) with
p1, p2 ∈ R+. For the incumbent typens a pricing policy P ≡ (p1, p2) with
p1 /= p2, is equivalent to a pricing policyP′ ≡ (p2, p2) if p2 = min{p1, p2},
because there is perfect arbitrage. We assume that the entrant observes a price if
and only if demand at that price is positive.13 Hence the incumbent typens can
choose any pricing policyP ≡ (p, p) with p ∈ R+.

12 Equivalently, the incumbent chooses quantities in the first period but only prices are observed.
13 If we allow that prices can be observed whether or not they trigger some positive demand, then

the higher price of the incumbent typens would not be a costly signal. The nonsegmented demand
incumbent could directly reveal its type to the entrant without costs: for instance, with the pricing
policy (p1 = ∞, p2 = pm

ns) the incumbent typens would obtain monopoly profits, inform the entrant
about its type and deter entry. However, we think that it is more natural to assume that the entrant
only observes the effective price (p = min{p1, p2}) in the market and, therefore, we shall ignore the
above possibility.
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The strategy of the incumbent is (Pt )t=s,ns and let the strategy of the entrant be
denoted bye(P) ∈ {0, 1} wheree = 1 means entry. Denote byµ(P) ∈ [0, 1] the
posterior belief of the entrant that the type of the incumbent iss when it observes
P. The collection{(Pt )t=s,ns, e(P), µ(P)} forms a sequential equilibrium if the
following conditions are satisfied:

a) The strategy of each type of the incumbent firm is sequentially rational. For
t = s, ns,

Pt ∈ argmax
{P}

{Πt (P) + e(P)Π I
t + [1 − e(P)]Πm

t }

b) The entrant reacts optimally to the pricing policy of the incumbent given its
posterior beliefs. For anyP, e(P) = 1 if and only ifµ(P)ΠE

s +[1−µ(P)]ΠE
ns >

0.
c) The system of the posterior beliefs of the entrant is Bayes-consistent. IfPs /=

Pns then µ(Ps) = 1 andµ(Pns) = 0. If Ps = Pns then µ(Ps) = µo. If P /=
Ps, Pns then the consistency requirement does not constrain beliefs and any
µ(P) ∈ [0, 1] is consistent. That is, ifP is not part of the optimal strategy of
the incumbent for any particular type, observingP is a zero-probability event
and Bayes’ rule does not pin down posterior beliefs. Any posterior beliefs
µ(P) ∈ [0, 1] are then admissible.

In the next section, we shall characterize the sequential equilibria. As is usual
in signalling games there is a multiplicity of equilibria. In Sect. 4 we use some
refinement criteria in order to select among equilibria.

3 Sequential equilibria

We consider two kinds of potential equilibrium: separating and pooling.14

3.1 Separating equilibria

In a separating equilibrium, both types of incumbent choose two different actions
in the first period. Thus, the first period pricing policies fully reveal the type of the
incumbent to the entrant. Denote byPR

s andPR
ns the pricing policy of typess and

ns, respectively, in a separating equilibrium. There are two necessary conditions
for a separating equilibrium: that types does not want to pick the equilibrium
pricing policy of typens and vice-versa. We then complete the description of
the equilibrium by choosing beliefs that are off the equilibrium path (i. e. for
prices that differ from the two potential equilibrium pricing policies) and that
discourage the two types of incumbent from deviating from their equilibrium
pricing policy.

14 There is a third kind in which the incumbent uses a mixed strategy. In this work we analyze
only pure-strategy sequential equilibria.
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Lemma 1. In a separating equilibrium, incumbent type s charges the static
monopoly pricing policy PRs = Pm

s ≡ (pm
1 , pm

2 ), that is, it price discriminates
as it would under complete information.

Proof. In a separating equilibrium, the message sent in the first period reveals the
type of incumbent to the entrant. Hence, the pre-entry behaviour of the incumbent
type s induces entry. But if there is entry the best types can do is to choose
the monopoly static price in each submarket,pm

1 and pm
2 ; if it did not, it could

increase its first period profit without changing the second period profit.ut
The non-segmented market incumbent, typens, will attempt to distinguish itself
from the incumbent types by choosing a suitable pricing policyPR

ns ≡ (pr , pr ).
A way to become distinguished from types would be to charge a price suffi-
ciently below its monopoly price. However, it is also possible for typens to
separate itself from types by increasing its price. Next, we analyze the individ-
ual rationality and incentive compatibility conditions that must be satisfied in a
separating equilibrium.

– Type s incentive-compatibility constraint. It must be true that the segmented
market incumbent is unwilling to mimic the choice of the incumbent typens;
that is, types makes more profit by charging its monopoly prices and allowing
entry than by choosing the equilibrium strategy of typens ( a pricing policyPR

ns)
and deterring entry. Thus, a necessary condition is:

Πm
s + δΠ I

s ≥ Πs(PR
ns) + δΠm

s

or equivalently,
Πm

s − Πs(PR
ns) ≥ δ(Πm

s − Π I
s ) (1)

– Typens individual rationality constraint. The incumbent typens must be bet-
ter (or equally well) off playing its equilibrium strategy,PR

ns, than choosing its
monopoly strategy in the first period and facing entry in the second one. There-
fore, we must have

Πns(P
R
ns) + δΠm

ns ≥ Πm
ns + δΠ I

ns

or equivalently,
Πm

ns − Πns(P
R
ns) ≤ δ(Πm

ns − Π I
ns) (2)

As the incumbent typens uses a uniform pricing policy, we shall express
the incumbent’s profit sometimes in terms of a single price,Πs(p) and Πns(p).
To make things interesting, we assume that there is no separating equilibrium
in which each type behaves as in a full-information context; i.e., the types
incumbent would wish to pool at the monopoly pricing policy of typens, Pm

ns ≡
(pm

ns, pm
ns):

Πm
s − Πs(pm

ns) < δ(Πm
s − Π I

s ) (3)

Given the model assumptions, this constraint is satisfied withδ = 1. Hence,
assuming (3) is equivalent to assumingδ high enough:δ > δ, whereδ is such
that (3) is satisfied with equality.
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Fig. 1. Individual rationality and incentive compatibility constraints

We do not impose a single crossing condition; this makes it possible for
type ns to be distinguished from types by raising or by reducing its price.
Curvesy = Πm

s − Πs(p) and y′ = Πm
ns − Πns(p) do not cross in{y, p} space.

Note that asΠm
s > Πm

ns and Πs(p) = Πns(p) then curvey is abovey′ for any
p. Furthermore, types benefits more from remaining a monopolist than typens
does. So that,Πm

s −Π I
s > Πm

ns−Π I
ns.

15 Denote bypr
s andpR

s the prices satisfying
types incentive compatibility constraint, (1), with equality (that is, the two roots
of the second degree equation). Thus, this condition is satisfied forp ≤ pr

s and
p ≥ pR

s . Scratched arrows in Fig. 1 delimit price intervals in which that condition
is satisfied. Denote bypr

ns andpR
ns the prices satisfying (2) with equality, the type

ns individual rationality constraint. Shaded arrows, in Fig. 1, delimit the price
interval where this condition is satisfied,p ∈ [pr

ns, pR
ns].

Notice that, from Fig. 1, in the intervals [pr
ns, pr

s ] and [pR
s , pR

ns] the type s
incentive compatibility and the typens individual rationality constraints are sat-
isfied simultaneously. Thus prices,pr , belonging to such intervals can be made
part of a separating equilibrium. Hence, to separate, the incumbent typens must
charge a price sufficiently below or sufficiently above its monopoly price. Prices
pr

s andpR
s are called theleast-costseparating prices because the incumbent type

ns would preferpr
s or pR

s to all potential separating prices, the closest to its
monopoly price. Therefore, typens can become separate from types by reduc-
ing or by raising its price. The following proposition states our first result in this
section.

15 Notice that this condition is equivalent toΠm
s −Πm

ns > Π I
s −Π I

ns; that is, a monopolist benefits
more from price discrimination than a duopolistic firm does. For example, under Cournot competition
Πm

s − Πm
ns = 9

4(Π I
s − Π I

ns).
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Proposition 1. There exists a multiplicity of separating equilibria; in all of them
entry occurs exactly when it would have occurred under symmetric information:

{(PR
t )t=s,ns|PR

s = Pm
s ≡ (pm

1 , pm
2 ), PR

ns ≡ (pr , pr ), pr ∈ [pr
ns, pr

s ] ∪ [pR
s , pR

ns]}
e(Pm

s ) = 1; e(PR
ns) = 0; e(P) = 1 if P /∈ {Pm

s , PR
ns}

µ(Pm
s ) = 1; µ(PR

ns) = 0; µ(P) = 1 if P /∈ {Pm
s , PR

ns}

Proof. The necessary conditions for a separating equilibrium are that the incum-
bent types chooses the pricing policyPm

s (by lemma 1) and the incumbent type
ns selects a pricing policyPR

ns ≡ (pr , pr ), pr ∈ [pr
ns, pr

s ] ∪ [pR
s , pR

ns] in the first
period. Notice that ifpr ∈ [pr

ns, pr
s ]∪[pR

s , pR
ns], constraints (1) and (2) are satisfied

simultaneously. In the Appendix we show thatpr
s > pr

ns andpR
ns > pR

s so that the
two disjoint intervals of separating prices are not empty. The entrant’s optimal
strategy, given its posterior beliefs,µ(Pm

s ) = 1 andµ(PR
ns) = 0, is entry if the

incumbent reveals itself as types and no entry if it reveals itself as being type
ns. The beliefs off the equilibrium path areµ(P) = 1 if P /∈ {Pm

s , PR
ns}; that

is, if it observes a pricing policyP /∈ {Pm
s , PR

ns}, the entrant believes that the
incumbent is types and decides to entry. These beliefs deter both types from
deviating from their equilibrium prices, and thus our necessary conditions are
also sufficient. ut

The following conclusions hold for these separating equilibria. Entry occurs
exactly when it would have occurred under symmetric information. That is, there
is entry only when the entrant observes price discrimination in period 1. More-
over, although when the incumbent is typens there is no entry, the price is lower
(or higher) than in the complete information case, therefore, it has to sacrifice
short-run profits to signal its type. That is a typens incumbent can separate using
limit pricing or overlimit pricing. We have obtained a continuum of separating
equilibria. In Sect. 4, we use some refinement criteria, commonly used, to choose
among them.

3.2 Pooling equilibria

In a pooling equilibrium, both types of incumbent send the same message in
the first period:Ps = Pns = Pp ≡ (pp, pp). Therefore, the entrant learns nothing
about the incumbent’s type from observing first period pricing policies. Hence,
its posterior beliefs are identical to its prior beliefs:µ(Pp) = µo (wherePp is a
pooling pricing policy).

Lemma 2. The existence of pooling (not revealing) equilibria requires that the
expected profits of the entrant given its prior beliefs be non positive:

µoΠE
s + (1 − µo)ΠE

ns ≤ 0 (4)
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Proof. Assume that condition (4) is violated. Then, at the pooling pricing policy,
the potential entrant makes a positive expected profit if it enters because its
posterior beliefs are the same as its prior beliefs. But this means that entry is
not deterred, so that the two types of incumbent cannot but choose their static

monopoly pricing policy. It must hold thatµo ≤ −ΠE
ns

ΠE
s −ΠE

ns
. As ΠE

ns < 0 and

ΠE
s > 0, then 0< µo < 1. ut

A necessary condition for a pricing policyPp ≡ (pp, pp) to be a pooling
equilibrium price is that neither of the types wants to charge its monopoly pricing
policy . If one of them does so it allows entry at worst. Thus,Pp ≡ (pp, pp)
must satisfy the following two individual rationality constraints:

Πm
s − Πs(pp) ≤ δ(Πm

s − Π I
s ) (5)

Πm
ns − Πns(p

p) ≤ δ(Πm
ns − Π I

ns) (6)

These conditions are satisfied for pricespp ∈ [pr
s , pR

s ]. Note also that the
monopoly price of typens and the uniform monopoly price of types belong
to such an interval. The following proposition characterizes pooling equilibria.

Proposition 2. There exists a multiplicity of pooling equilibria such that:

{(PP
t )t=s,ns|PP

s = Pp ≡ (pp, pp), PP
ns = Pp ≡ (pp, pp), pp ∈ [pr

s , pR
s ]}

e(Pp) = 0;e(P) = 1 if P /= Pp

µ(Pp) = µo and µ(P) = 1 if P /= Pp

Proof. See lemma 2 and conditions (5) and (6).ut
Again, the beliefs off the equilibrium path are that the deviation fromPp

comes from types. Notice that in a pooling equilibrium a types incumbent
chooses a uniform pricing policy to deter entry. The entrant learns nothing from
observing the first period pricing policy of the incumbent and, therefore, the
uniform pricing strategy would serve to hide relevant information about market
profitability.

To obtain sequential equilibria, separating and pooling, we have assumed that
at any pricing policy different from the expected equibrium pricing policy of the
incumbent types the entrant inferst = s with certainty. This system of beliefs
is the least favourable from the point of view of the incumbent firm and will
therefore support the largest set of sequential equilibria. In the next section we
refine the set of sequential equilibria by restricting posterior beliefs.

4 Refinements of sequential equilibria

In addition to the elimination of weakly dominated strategies we shall consider
the following criteria: intuitive criterion (Cho and Kreps 1987), divinity (Banks
and Sobel 1987; D1 in Cho and Kreps 1987) and universal divinity (Banks and
Sobel 1987) and Never Weak Best Response (NWBR) (Kohlberg and Mertens
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1986; Cho and Kreps 1987).16 Cho and Sobel (1990) identify a class of signalling
games in which the D1 criterion is equivalent to universal divinity and the NWBR
criterion: monotonic signalling games. Such games satisfy the following mono-
tonicity property: “all sender types have identical preferences over the receiver’s
best responses (in pure and mixed strategies)”. When the receiver has only two
pure-strategy best responses, monotonicity holds whenever all the sender types
agree on their ranking of the pure-strategy best responses of the receiver (see
Cho and Sobel 1990). The model in Sect. 2 belongs to this class of signalling
games because the potential entrant has only two pure-strategy best responses
(enter and not enter) and the two types of incumbent want the potential entrant
not to enter. So, we consider only weak dominance, the intuitive criterion and
the D1 criterion.17 The Bayesian updating of beliefs cannot be applied to those
signals sent with probability zero in equilibrium. The above refinements try to
reduce the multiplicity of equilibria by imposing some “reasonable” restrictions
on beliefs following a zero-probability event. The receiver is required to assign
zero weight to the types of sender that are unlikely to send those signals.

Lemma 3. Separating equilibria with prices lower than pr
s , or higher than pRs ,

do not verify weak dominance criterion.

Proof. The argument is as follows. Fix a separating equilibrium withp < pr
s and

consider a message out of the equilibrium path: i.e.pr
s − ε. Type s would not

have incentives to send that signal because it obtains more profits by choosing
its monopoly pricing policy and allowing entry (see condition (1)). Therefore,
the entrant should not put weight on types after observingpr

s − ε. Therefore,
posterior beliefs afterPε ≡ (pr

s − ε, pr
s − ε) should beµ(Pε) = 0 and entry is

deterred. Then, typens would want to deviate topr
s −ε. Notice that prices below

pr
s are weakly dominated for the types incumbent. The reasoning is similar to

high-price separating equilibria withp > pR
s . ut

As the intuitive criterion is stronger than the elimination of weakly dominated
strategies, the above equilibria will not satisfy the former criterion. Notice that
the least-cost separating equilibria and pooling equilibria satisfy the intuitive
criterion. Next we show how criterion D1 selects among equilibria; the following
proposition states the main result of this section.

Proposition 3. The only sequential equilibrium satisfying criterion D1 is the ef-
ficient pooling equilibrium, at pmns(= pu

s ), for anyδ > δ.

Proof. See Appendix 2.

16 The intuitive criterion has been applied to a lot of economic problems because it satisfies two
interesting properties. First, the set of equilibria satisfying this refinement is always non empty in the
set of signalling games. Second, it is a superset of the strategically stable equilibria set of Kohlberg
and Mertens (1986). Cho and Sobel (1990) show that criterion D1 is equivalent to strategic stability
in monotonic signalling games.

17 The most restrictive of them is criterion D1 and the least restrictive is weak dominance. Thus,
if an equilibrium satisfies criterion D1 it will also satisfy the intuitive criterion. See Cho and Sobel
(1990) and Cho and Kreps (1987).
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Thus, in the D1 equilibrium, the incumbent types uses the uniform pricing
policy in order to discourage entry. So this pricing policy, by not revealing new
information on the actual market profitability, would serve as an entry deterrence
device. Thus, an incumbent firm may decide not to price discriminate between
its customers in order not to reveal its superior information on market demand
composition to a potential entrant. Uniform pricing may allow an incumbent to
distort the entrant’s inference process and deter entry by reducing the expected
profits.

5 Concluding remarks

If an incumbent posseses private information on market demand composition, it is
aware that its pre-entry pricing policy may affect the probability of entry. Under
price discrimination, it is sending signals, to a potential entrant, that there exists
in the market a big potential for extracting customers’ surplus. In particular, it
gives information on the existence of different groups of customers that differ in
demand elasticities and that may be profitability separated. Thus, the incumbent
will have an incentive to charge a single price in order to hide the degree of
heterogeneity between its customers and, thus, the actual market profitability.
We have considered the case of third degree price discrimination but the idea
seems applicable to other forms of price discrimination.

We show, in this paper, that uniform price policies may have informational
advantages over third degree price discrimination for a monopolist facing a threat
of entry. We consider a signalling game with a multiplicity of sequential equilib-
ria. The main result is that the unique sequential equilibrium satisfying criterion
D1 is the efficient pooling equilibrium. In this equilibrium, the segmented mar-
ket incumbent uses the uniform price policy to convey bad news to the potential
entrant about its profitability in the market.

Appendix

Existence of separating equilibria

We are going to prove thatpr
s > pr

ns andpR
ns > pR

s , i.e., the intervals of separating
prices are not empty. Denote bypr

ns andpR
ns the prices satisfying [2], the individual

rationality constraint of type ns, with equality. That is,Πm
ns−Πns(pns) = δ(Πm

ns−
Π I

ns) wherepns ∈ {pr
ns, pR

ns} andΠ ′
ns(p

r
ns) > 0 andΠ ′

ns(p
R
ns) < 0 if pr

ns < pm
ns <

pR
ns. Given thatΠs(p) = Πns(p) andΠns(pns) = Πm

ns − δ(Πm
ns − Π I

ns), thenΠm
s −

Πs(pns) = Πm
s −Πm

ns +δ(Πm
ns −Π I

ns). Thus, the incentive compatibility constraint
of types is satisfied strictly given thatΠm

s −Πm
ns > δ[(Πm

s −Πm
ns)− (Π I

s −Π I
ns)].

Let pr
s and pR

s be the prices such that the incentive compatibility constraint of
type s, (1), is satisfied with equality. Aspr

s < pm
ns < pR

s (following assumption
(3)), the above reasoning impliespr

s > pr
ns and pR

ns > pR
s . Hence, there are two

disjoint intervals of separating prices, [pr
ns, pr

s ] and [pR
s , pR

ns]. ut
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Proof of Proposition 3

In order to apply criterion D1 we need some definitions and properties. Let
Π′

t (p)
δ(Πm

t −Π I
t ) be the marginal rate of substitution of price increases in period 1

for the gain obtained by remaining a monopolist in period 2 for the typet ,
t = s, ns. Note that asΠ ′

s(p) = Π ′
ns(p) for all p, these marginal rates are equal

for both types of incumbent atpm
ns where marginal profits are zero. Given that

Πm
s − Π I

s > Πm
ns − Π I

ns, we can distinguish the following price intervals:

− c ≤ p < pm
ns

Π ′
s(p)

δ(Πm
s − Π I

s )
<

Π ′
ns(p)

δ(Πm
ns − Π I

ns)
, Π ′

t > 0, t = s, ns.

− p = pm
ns

Π ′
s(p)

δ(Πm
s − Π I

s )
=

Π ′
ns(p)

δ(Πm
ns − Π I

ns)
, Π ′

t = 0, t = s, ns.

− p > pm
ns,

Π ′
s(p)

δ(Πm
s − Π I

s )
>

Π ′
ns(p)

δ(Πm
ns − Π I

ns)
, Π ′

t < 0, t = s, ns.

(A1)

First, we show that the least-cost separating equilibria do not satisfy criterion
D1. Consider the (low price) separating equilibrium atpr

s . In this equilibrium,
the incumbent types price discriminates (setting the static monopoly prices) and
the incumbent typens prices uniformly atpr

s . Consider the messagepr
s +ε off the

equilibrium path. If the incumbent typens has an incentive to deviate whenever
the incumbent types has a weak incentive to deviate, then the beliefs of the
potential entrant should not assign positive weight to types at the information
set pr

s + ε. That is, criterion D1 tells us that the potential entrant’s posterior
beliefs should beµ(pr

s + ε) = 0; but, then, typens has an incentive to deviate to
pr

s +ε because entry is deterred and, thus, its profit is increased. To verify this we
consider the setsD(s|pr

s +ε), Do(s|pr
s +ε), D(ns|pr

s +ε) andDo(ns|pr
s +ε) (See, for

example, in Cho and Sobel (1990) the definitions given for these sets). The least-
cost separating equilibrium profit of the incumbent types is: Π∗

s = Πm
s + δΠ I

s .
We consider the set of mixed-strategy best responses of the potential entrant to
pr

s + ε such that the incumbent types obtains more expected profit by playing
pr

s +ε than by following its equilibrium strategy; that is the setD(s|pr
s +ε). Let r

be the potential entrant’s mixed strategy “entry with probabilityk, no entry with
probablility 1− k”. If this strategy belongs toD(s|pr

s + ε) then: Πm
s + δΠ I

s <

Πs(pr
s + ε) + δ[(1 − k)Πm

s + kΠ I
s ]. Rearranging:k <

Πs(pr
s +ε)−Πs(pr

s )
δ(Πm

s −Π I
s ) = h. Let

r ′ be the potential entrant’s mixed strategy “entry with probabilityk′, no entry
with probability 1− k′”. If r ′ ∈ D(ns|pr

s + ε) then: Π∗
ns = Πns(pr

s ) + δΠm
ns <

Πns(pr
s + ε) + δ[(1 − k′)Πm

ns + k′Π I
ns].Therefore:k′ <

Πns(pr
s +ε)−Πns(pr

s )
δ(Πm

ns−Π I
ns) = h′. As

pr
s < pm

ns (andε low enough) then, using (A1),h′ > h and 1− h > 1− h′. Thus:
D(s|pr

s + ε) ∪ Do(s|pr
s + ε) ⊂ D(ns|pr

s + ε). Following the previous argument, it
is easy to check that the pooling equilibria withpp < pm

ns do not meet criterion
D1.

We next show that pooling equilibria withpp > pm
ns do not meet criterion

D1. Consider the mixed-strategy best responses by the entrant topp − ε such
that the types incumbent obtains more expected profit by playingpp − ε than
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by its equilibrium strategy. Letr be the potential entrant’s mixed strategy “entry
with probability k, no entry with probablility 1− k”. If this strategy belongs to
D(s|pp−ε), then:Πs(pp)+δΠm

s < Πs(pp−ε)+δ[(1−k)Πm
s +kΠ I

s ]. Rearranging:
k < Πs(pp−ε)−Πs(pp)

δ(Πm
s −Π I

s ) = h. If r ′ ∈ D(ns|pp − ε), where r ′ is defined as above,

then: Πns(pp) + δΠm
ns < Πns(pp − ε) + δ[(1 − k′)Πm

ns + k′Π I
ns]. Consequently,

k′ < Πns(pp−ε)−Πns(pp)
δ(Πm

ns−Π I
ns) = h′. Note that topp > pm

ns = pu
s the marginal profits of

both types of incumbent are negative andΠ
′
s (p)

δ(Πm
s −Π I

s ) >
Π′

ns(p)
δ(Πm

ns−Π I
ns) . Hence,h′ > h

andD(s|pp − ε) ∪ Do(s|pp − ε) ⊂ D(ns|pp − ε). Therefore the posterior beliefs
of the potential entrant should beµ(pp − ε) = 0; but, then, there is no entry
and, thus, the typens incumbent would have an incentive to deviate topp − ε.
Consequently, pooling equilibria withpp > pm

ns = pu
s do not satisfy criterion D1.

It is easy to show, by a similar reasoning, that high-price separating equilibria
do not satisfy criterion D1.

Finally, we demonstrate that the efficient pooling equilibrium with price
pm

ns satisfies criterion D1. Note that in this equilibrium the incumbent type
ns uses its static monopoly price and, furthermore, entry is deterred. So that,
D(ns|m) = Do(ns|m) = ∅ to any m out of the equilibrium path and, thus,
D(ns|m) ∪ Do(ns|m) ⊂ D(s|m) when D(s|m) /= ∅ for some m (say, PR

s =
Pm

s ≡ (pm
1 , pm

2 )). Consequently, for any out-of-equilibrium-path-messagem, the
potential entrant’s posterior beliefs should beµ(m) = 1; but that supports the
equilibrium. Hence, such equilibrium meets criterion D1. Thus, the only D1
equilibrium is the efficient pooling equilibrium. ut
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